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__EXCLUSIVE__

are you using the latest firmware? is the power of your computer/laptop controlling the
resistance units still significant? if it is, there could be a difference in calibrations that are in

effect from machine to machine and/or user to user. if you have tried the latest firmware update,
and it is doing better than before, then it is difficult to know if it is the resistance units

themselves that are generating problems, or whether they are just poorly calibrated by the
manufacturer. the software is also pretty solid. ive only been using it for about a month and im

still figuring out everything as far as how to get the most out of it (i.e. time spent within the tacx
app vs using the bike's app and garmin connect). the tacx app is a little cumbersome, but once

you have the code to your trainer, you can upload and adjust the data via a mobile app
(ios/android). my one suggestion would be to make sure youve got your trainer out for any rides
you do. by that, i mean especially if youre doing any specific workouts, like interval sessions (of
which there are plenty of detailed videos on youtube). i forget, but i seem to remember having a
few seconds of problem-reporting where the app didnt seem to see anything extra on my trainer.

assuming that its a false-positive and that my trainer worked just fine, then i never had a
problem. but, i can see how that would annoy someone. other than that, itll get you from ride to
ride, which is a pretty good thing. also, i do think the tacx app is a bit crap. when you download
the trainer (and it seems like you also need to download this app also), its pretty non-descriptive

of what you can do with the trainer, that its only for you to plug it into your phone/device and
train using it. if the trainer is already plugged in, then its hard to not see the trainer (e.g. in the

cycling app). it happens fast, but its there and its an annoyance. thats how people see it. also, its
a bit of a dud on workout results. i dont like having to use my phone to get workout results while
i use the trainer. its easy enough to just take a pic of your pedal/tire-pressure and upload it into

the app, but there has to be a better way. oh well.
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